strato

handcrafted in belgium
adored worldwide
STRATO - contemporary design - hidden functionality
With the STRATO, CINEAK is bringing a new breeze into home theater seating
product offerings. This truly modular and exclusive model combines a modern
clean design with the functionality of a traditional theater seat.
The STRATO chair was designed with a clear vision, ‘a beautiful abstract
design hiding all functionality’. The seat is fully upholstered with large semi
aniline leather, with a minimum of visible stitching and does not reveal its
rich functionality.
The concealed dual motorized incline system enables the user to control the
leg rest separately from the backrest. While adjusting the back, the head support will automatically move up and down. Loose lumbar cushions can give
extra back support, or give an extra finishing touch.
Numerous seating configurations are available making the STRATO chair a
functional option for both the home theater and living room.
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The modular concept of the STRATO allows you to create numerous configurations.
Seating parts and armrests come in different sizes and shapes.
The armrests are offered in two sizes, and there is a curved option as well.
The seating parts are available in two different seating widths, and come stationary
or with a dual-motorized incline mechanism.
The STRATO can be used as a regular sofa or theater rows can be built using armrests between seating parts.
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STR-91: width:
80 cm - 31.50”
STR-92:  
57 cm - 22.45”
height:
43 cm - 16.93”
thickness: 6.5 cm -   2.56”

Dimensions may vary due to foam thickness,
and covering materials.
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